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My background is in computer science and mathematics; I did my PhD in theoretical 
computer science, more specifically in cryptography at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. 
However I did not follow this line of research after my postdoc. I got a position at the School 
of Library, Archives and Information Studies of the Hebrew University because of my 
computer science background – they needed someone to teach the technical courses. This 
was the turning point in my academic life: there I was introduced to bibliometrics by the 
School’s director, Bluma Peritz. About the same time the World Wide Web was becoming a 
major Internet platform and the first graphical browsers came out. This enabled me to apply 
my newly acquired knowledge in bibliometrics to the Internet setting. In one of my first 
works I analyzed the growth and decline in the interest in the “mad cow disease”, following 
a crisis in the UK. The results showed that bibliometric laws hold in discussion groups, but 
the turnaround is much faster than in scholarly literature – topics gain and lose interest 
within days, just like the characteristics of tweet distributions today. 
 
Another area of informetrics to which I contributed is webometrics, I carried out a number 
of link analysis studies and created a typology for linking in the academic environment. With 
the introduction of two additional, comprehensive citation databases in 2004, Scopus and 
Google Scholar, I conducted a number of studies comparing these with the Web of Science. 
The citation data source influences heavily the measures, as was demonstrated in my paper 
entitled “Which h-index?”. My most recent interest is in altmetrics that intends to measure 
scholarly impact that is not necessarily captured by traditional, citation based metrics. Again 
I compare measures based on altmetric sources with measures based on traditional 
bibliometric sources. I intend to continue studying altmetrics, trying to understand their 
potential, the challenges associated with applying them and to find ways to complement 
traditional bibliometric measures with altmetrics. 
 
My strong background in bibliometrics and my understanding of new measures and sources 
enables me to bridge between traditional bibliometrics and altmetrics/webometrics. I view 
this as my main contribution to the field. In parallel to my interest in informetrics, I pursued 
other directions as well, mostly studies related to the Internet, e.g. characterization of 
information on certain topics on the Web, dynamics of search engines’ results and search 
engines’ rankings of results, users’ assessment of the quality of information on the Web. 
 
In 2004 I moved to the Department of Information Science at Bar-Ilan University (no 
connection between my name and the name of the university). Here I served as head of 
department for four years; currently I am heading the University’s library committee. I was 
elected to the Board of Directors of the Israeli Internet Association, and was head of the 
Israeli W3C office in 2012.  I am Chair of the Steering Committee of the Israeli Center for 
Digital Information Services. 
 
Some of the recent and current funded projects I am/was involved in: academic careers 
understood through measurement and norms (FP7);  citizen involvement and empowerment 
in e-democracy using the Internet and social networks (Israeli Ministry of Science);  
information consolidation (German-Israeli Project Cooperation); longitudinal analysis of 
journal publications in the social sciences and in the humanities from multiple aspects 
(Israeli Science Foundation); women in academia: revealing the implicit bias (Israeli Ministry 
of Science) and new frontiers of peer review (COST).  


